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1

Introduction

1.1

Aim

Because of their importance as grounding-line features, this investigation focuses on DeGeer moraines
in Sweden. During this investigation there are two clear aims, initially the moraines will be mapped on
a national scale using the available digital elevation model (DEM) based on the New National Height
model (NNH) for Sweden. Assembled on the findings the investigation will, based on the position of
the DeGeer moraines, correlate to potentially influencing factors such as relation to the elevation of
highest coastline and what surficial-sediment type and thickness the DeGeer moraines are mapped
upon. The aim is to identify the environment or environments where deposits are found. The other
aim will be to quantitatively determine whether or not the moraines are annual deposits. The
hypothesis to be tested is that the majority of DeGeer moraines appear to be formed one per year. Ice
retreat models compiled by T. Påsse (unpublished) an G. De Geer (1940) will be used to question the
geochronological value of the DeGeer moraines, through a regression analysis between DeGeer
moraine spacing and ice recession spacing.
Questions intended to be answered are:




What conditions (e.g. the relation to elevation of highest coastline and substrate
composition) are favorable for formation of DeGeer moraines?
How are DeGeer moraines distributed?
Are they annual deposits?
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2 Background
2.1

LiDAR

Quaternary feature mapping have earlier been
performed by ground investigations combined
with stereography and aerial photographs over
areas with sparse or no vegetation. Conventional
methods have only enabled limited mapping
therefore large areas have been mapped for
landforms where the results inherit low
resolution or leave areas completely unmapped.
Conventional mapping of DeGeer moraines have
historically been through aerial photography and
ground surveys. Because of the scale of the
DeGeer moraines, a national distribution map has
not been available, until now.
The ridges are quite small, between two and
five meters in height, and due to the resolution in
the new national height model (NNH) derived
digital elevation model (DEM), the number of
known DeGeer moraines located has vastly
increased. The NNH is based on Light Detection
And Ranging (LiDAR) data, collected by airplane
(Fig. 1). Prior to the NNH, conventional mapping
eased analyses of larger geomorphological
feature. One limitation of methods like aerial
photography, except the fact that small-scale
features cannot be identified, is that the
resolution is degraded or needs to be
interpolated over tree dense areas. This imposes
an extensive problem since Sweden has forests
covering 56.6%1 of the terrain (Dowling, et al.,
2013; Kempe, 2013).
The DEM is therefore an excellent tool to
revitalize the mapping of all scale features on a
national level because of the possibility to,
without interpolation, map forested land and
because of the resolution. The vertical accuracy is
better than 0.5m and horizontally the resolution
is 2.0 m (Dowling, et al., 2013).

Figure 1 (Lantmäteriet Laserdata, 2013)

Limitations with mapping features on the high
resolution DEMs are few and of human nature.
Dowling, et al. (2013) writes about information
saturation and that it occurs during the human
interaction when performing analyses and
interpretations. Information saturation is caused
by the highly detailed DEM and because of the
high resolution, it is easy to get lost in different
scales, physical locations and the 3D sensation of
what is viewed. Another reason for potential
errors is the eagerness experienced by the
mapper, combined with the high resolution,
interpretations could really be misinterpretations
especially when looking at small-scale features.
According to Dowling, et al. (2013) an example of
this is the low stone walls on the southern end of
Kinnekulle easily misinterpreted as moraine
ridges.
Unfortunately the authors do not identify the
position of the alleged DeGeer moraines that are
stone walls. An attempt to locate them by looking
at the mapped features in this thesis and
orthographic photos over Kinnekulle, resulted in
that the DeGeer moraines mapped in this study
from the southern parts of Kinnekulle failed to
coincide with borders between farms and
agricultural land, where low stonewalls are
expected, therefore no regard will be taken.
Further description, usage and experiences of
the NNH model is found at Lantmäteriet
(Lantmäteriet, 2012)

1

Total land area in Sweden is 40.8 million hectare
whereof 23.1 is forest land area
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2.2

DeGeer moraine - the landform

2.2.1 Terminology
The DeGeer moraines analyzed in this paper are
the 'classical' Swedish moraines, that is, they are
moraine ridges, occurring in swarms, of low
amplitude and found below the marine limit.
Although these ridges bear similarities to minor
moraines, cross-valley moraines, and other
features mentioned above, no attempt is made
here to determine if the DeGeer moraines in
Sweden are identical to these features or not.
Additionally, because their annual nature is either
unlikely or highly debated, I will not refer to these
as 'annual moraines.'
2.2.2 Characteristics
DeGeer moraines cover a relatively wide range of
geometric characteristics. Subaqueous moraines,
transverse to ice margin, deposited at or close the
grounding line of water terminating glaciers is the
present definition of DeGeer moraines.
Summarized in Table 1 are some geomorphic
findings of features such as DeGeer moraines
width that is commonly 10 to 35 m, but can be
smaller or up to 250 m. The length has a large
range and DeGeer moraines can be as short as 2.5
m and as long as 10 000’s m.
A wide range of processes, such as dumping,
squeezing, sediment push and ploughing have
been suggested to form DeGeer moraines.
Depending on conditions at a local scale,
processes behind formation range from winter
freeze-on and summer melt-out of till slabs,
bulldozing of pro-glacial material to squeezing of
water saturated sub marginal till. (Benn & Evans
2010)
DeGeer moraines are in some cases not
perpendicular to the superimposed ice margin
positions, their shape is therefore probably
subordinate e.g. accumulation areas of the ice,
broken topography or sea depth changes that
could initiate calving bays with faster retreat
(Hoppe 1948).
DeGeer moraines are commonly found
superimposed on large scale longitude forms. In,
modern day examples, in the seabed lows
between heights, DeGeer moraines are subdued
in relief. This due to partial or complete burial of
sediment from the glacial front or reworked
sediment during transgression, but they can also
be completely missing, Todd, et al. (2007).

A comparison of surveyed subaqueous ridges
with characteristics of DeGeer moraines are
summarized in Table 1.

2.3

Related Landforms

DeGeer moraines are frequently found
superimposed on Rogen moraines, drumlins and
in Norway, amongst other places the ridges are
shown to be altered by the presence of eskers in
the vicinity (Blake, 2000). Sollid (1989) discusses
the genetical relationship between eskers and
almost parallel lying DeGeer moraines at ice
margins. The relationship can be seen in the
example from Holmenstad (Fig. 2). During
summer ablation, the melt water runs through
tunnel systems. The outlet erodes the ice margin
and creates the inward bend reflected in the
shape of the ridges formed during winter readvances. The model in Fig. 2 visualizes the
relationship between eskers altering the ice
margin and the shape of DeGeer moraines.

.

Figure 2. Schematic picture on esker erosion on ice margin,
and the relation to direction of DeGeer moraines in
following seasons re-advance. Redrawn from Fig.3, p.47 in
Sollid (1989)
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Table 1. Comparison of the surveyed submarine ridges with characteristics of DeGeer moraines from published examples (From Winkelmann, et al. 2010, modified). Note the differences in size and the range of
described morphologies that have been attributed to DeGeer moraines. Overview of findings interpreted as DeGeer moraines, feature properties and hypothesis for formation for some of the references in Chapter 2.4.
Study Site

Orientation

Height
(m)

Width (m)

Length (m)

Spacing (m)

Slope (m)

Facies and architecture

Sweden in NNH

Perpendicular to iceflow, concave to
straight

N/A

N/A

26-7167, av.586

50-500

N/A

N/A

Westwind Trough,
NE-Greenland shelf

Broadly perpendicular
to ice flow, concave

5-25

50-250

2.5-9

200-2200

Asymmetric,
steeper proximal
slope (<24 vs. <12)

Interpreted boulders on ridge crests,
prograding gravity flows from distal flanks

Glen Chaorach,
Scottish Highlands

Broadly perpendicular
to valley axis and
presumed

<10

20-35

50-100

30-400

Asymmetric,
steeper distal slope

Diamicton, silt, sand and gravel; intercalated,
stratified, folded, thrust

German Bank,
Scotian Shelf

Transverse to Ice-flow

5-8

100 -130

150-200/30-50

Symmetrical

N/A

1-10

N/A

10’s-1000’s

N/A

N/A

N/A

Formed at terminus of water-terminating
glaciers flowing up-valley

(Heyman &
Hättestrand
, 2006)

1-3

Av.30

100-3000

50-200

Asymmetric,
steeper distal slope

Diamicton, silt, sand, gravel and cobbles;
stratified, interfingered, stacked, folded,
thrust

Intercalated deforming bed diamicton and
glaciofluvial canal-infill sediments, syn- and
post-depositional deformation, distal slope
prograding sediment gravity flows

(Lindén &
Möller,
2005)

0.5-5

1-30

<300

25-240,
av.86

Till, glaciofluvial sediments, marine sediments;
folded, stacked, deformed

Overridden grounding line deposits

(Blake,
2000)

0.2-12

<30

40-470

<70

Poorly sorted sandy, muddy gravel interpreted
as glacigenic diamicton

Subaqueous grounding line moraines

(Dix & Duck,
2000)

3-6

20-30

15010 000

50-1200

N/A

Sandy diamicton, sorted sediments, isolated
clasts; stacked, sheared, faulted, liquefied,
diaper structures

Formation at a retreating glacier grounding
line

(Larsen, et
al., 1991)

1-10

N/A

N/A

60-400

Symmetrical or
asymmetrical

Predominantly glaciofluvial sediments, often
glacio-tectonised

Deposition from melt water flowing through
transverse subglacial cavities

1-3

10-20

100-2000

60-180

Symmetric or
steeper distal side

Sandy and poorly sorted till

Squeezing of subglacial till up into subglacial
crevasses following surge advance

(Beaudry &
Prichonnet,
1991)
(Zilliacus,
1989)

Swedish Mountain
range

Norrbotten,
northern Sweden

Raudvassdalen,
northern Norway
Loch Ainort,
western Scotland
More, Western
Norway
Quebec, Canada
Finland

Cross-valley, straight or
slightly convex downvalley
Transverse to iceflow
upflow concave in
topographic lows
convex on elevated
ground
Perpendicular to ice
flow; oblique to valley
slope
Perpendicular to valley
axis and presumed ice
flow
Perpendicular to ice
flow slightly convex or
concave
Perpendicular to
iceflow some chevron
shaped
Straight, transverse to
iceflow

Symmetrical, 20
some slightly
steeper down-ice
Asymmetric,
steeper proximal
slope (18. vs. 11.)

Interpretation
Formed at grounding-line of a water
terminating glacier. No geochronological
value, rather ridges are deposited several
each year.
End moraines formed at grounding line of
ice stream during either short lived
advances(push moraines) or during halts (
as recessional moraines)
Ice-marginal subaqueous debris flows,
lakefloor deposits, deformation by
oscillating ice margin
Formed at or close to the grounding line of
water terminating glaciers, either deposited
(pushed) during stillstands or minor readvances, or as basal crevasse fillings

Reference

This study

(Winkelman
n, et al.,
2010)
(Golledge &
Phillips,
2008)
(Todd, et
al., 2007)

Pasvik northern
Norway

Transverse to iceflow

<10

50

1000

10’s-100’s

Steeper distal slope

Proximal side – homogeneous sandy material,
distal side - interbedded till and sorted
sediments

Subaqueous glaciofluvial deposition along
ice margin, from debouching central conduit

(Sollid,
1989)

Swedish Mountain
range

Transverse to iceflow,
straight or slightly
concave up-valley

<4

1-20

<200

30-50

Symmetrical or
asymmetrical

Mainly firm sandy till, rare glaciofluvial
material

Subaqueous moraines formed at or near the
ice margin

(Borgström,
1979)
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2.4

DeGeer moraines - History

'On a summer morning in 1889, when
commencing an experiment... I found, already on
the very first day, to my astonishment a distinct,
small, but quite regular frontal moraine in the
neighborhood of the royal castle Ulriksdal' –G. De
Geer (1940)
And so it began, almost a century after being
published, the ongoing discussions on how these
small, but distinct features on the land came
about and their reason for existence.
G. De Geer found them on a summer morning
in 1889, but his dissertation, including these
ridges and his varved chronology was not
published until 1940.
There are and have been many authors
involved in the discussion of formation of DeGeer
moraines and several theories have flourished
since the first recognition. This chapter of the
thesis intend to cover, in chronological order, the
most discussed hypothesizes.
After sketching the first ridge, De Geer located
a few other similar ones in the vicinity and found
it striking that the rather regular rows of ridges
where distanced apart with around 200-300 m.
With his extensive varve chronology study, he
thought it would be possible to decide if these
ridges could be the result of annual deposition, he
writes, ‘- several years later I could certify this in
detail’ (De Geer, 1940).
Further investigations showed that these
ridges, which De Geer chose to call annual
moraines (Sw. årsmoräner) are confined to
limited areas and between these they are
completely
missing.
Nonetheless,
their
importance as grounding-line features was not
overseen and the ridges, where found, were seen
as obvious registration of the grounding-line
position of the ice i.e. the boundary where the
glacier is resting steady on the sediment and
where ice is floating on water. The continued
research to find other areas in Sweden made De
Geer look at economical maps and with a good
geological eye he saw, perpendicular to striation
and not coinciding with bedrock strike, vegetated
features in between clay covered agricultural
land with a suspicious parallelism. Through these
observations he made the distinction between
postglacial deposits (clays, silt and/or peat) and
till (De Geer 1940).

Frödin (1916) drew one of the first published
maps of DeGeer moraines (Fig.3 Left) from the
Holmenstad region in Västra Götaland with
features he called 'calving-moraines'. He
believed the pattern was a product of deep
calving bays and that the only shared similarities
to annual moraines is the fact that the area is
delimited
against
surroundings
without
moraines. However, without further information
regarding geomorphological differences, this
does not dismiss them from being DeGeer
moraines. From the Brattfors region, Hörner
(1927) published a map (Fig. 3 right) with the
estimated distance in-between the ridges being
150-200 m, the lack of ridges in the adjacent
terrain suggests that these also are DeGeer
moraine deposits (De Geer 1940).
After findings of DeGeer moraines in southern
Sweden, investigations continued by studying
topographic maps for northern Sweden, where
the till cover is heavier than in the south and
therefore thought to make conditions more
favorable for formation of DeGeer moraines It
was found that narrow ridges are very common,
but was considered to be residuary till deposits
from within fissures in ice remnants found in
relation to hummocky moraine fields (De Geer
1940).

Figure 3. Early maps of DeGeer moraines. Left: Holmenstad
region, Frödin (1916.) Right: Brattfors region Hörner (1927).
Found in De Geer (1940), p. 129
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During the late 1940’s, G. Lundqvist (1948)
performed an extensive work on fabric analysis
within sediment of both glaciofluvial- and glacial
origin. He investigated a great number of ridges,
more or less perpendicular to the ice flow
direction, which he did not believe to be end
moraines and called crossing esker (Sw. Tvärås).
Therefore he compared his findings with known
end moraines west of Enköping mapped by E.
Fromm (Fig. 4). The orientation of the pebbles in
G.Lundqvists ridges compared to Fromm where in

the same direction as the ice direction and almost
perpendicular to the ridge crests. He drew the
conclusion that the material was deposited in a
continuous movement and that there had not
been any resistance in the front, i.e. the ridges are
not compressed. The ridges did not inherent any
push structures so the material have been shoved
ahead in its completeness. He also noted that the
pebbles are always perpendicular to the ridge
even if the ridge is not perpendicular to the ice
front.

Figure 4. A relief map with sun-angle 45ᵒ on a DEM based on the NNH. Included are the attributes water and cities. The green
star marks the position where Lundqvist, (1948) refers to ‘ridges to the west’ Purple lines represent DeGeer moraines mapped
in this investigation and highly likely by E. Fromm

Later, when Hoppe (1959) investigated the
final stage of the glaciation in Norrbotten, he
looked at, amongst other things, glacial
landforms and the deglaciation in areas below the
marine limit. Deglaciation in these areas can be
followed by the presence of -"moraines of the
type first described by Gerard De Geer (1940)".
However, regardless of De Geers persuasion,
there was no conclusive evidence for the ridges
to be of annual origin. Hoppe (1959) therefore
suggested they would not be associated with a
geochronological value.

Hoppe (1959) was the first to suggest that the
ridges could be built up in basal crevasses near
the ice front as squeeze up ridges. He refers to G.
Lundqvists (1948) findings, regarding the pebble
fabric oriented at right angles to the ridges
direction and the lack of compressive features. He
believed that this indicates a water soaked
moraine under the ice that was squeezed into
basal crevasses near the ice front, and that the
pebble findings does not coincide with the push
moraine theory given by De Geer.

6
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Hoppe (1959) also recognized the findings of
ridges described with the same appearance and
origin in Canada but with the name 'washboard moraines' suggested by Mawdsley (1936).
Mawdsley (1936) drew the same conclusion
that ‘the regular pattern of the forms is like a
system of cracks in relief. He thus implies that the
ridges are formed inside the ice front and that the
pattern is the result of fracturing in the ice sheet
prior to its disappearance. This would make basal
cracks the controlling factor of the distance
between the ridges.
The term washboard-moraine has later on
been used to describe other features and
therefore Hoppe (1959) suggested that the ridges
will be termed DeGeer moraines after their
famous detector.
Quaternary deposits in Värmland were
investigated by J. Lundqvist (1958) who found
terminal moraines of the ‘annual’ type. He
thought that the locations of the moraines were
the result of calving activity.
Möller (1962) discussed sunspot frequency in
relation to ablation and correlated the sizes of
DeGeer moraines to the 11 and 70 year cycle of
sunspots. He interpreted the smaller, individual
ridges, to be formed as interannuals in between
the annual ridges, originating from summer
ablation. From the correlation with sunspots and
the exclusion of interannuals, the retreat rate and
spatial distribution of the DeGeer moraines
correlate well with each other.
Several authors (Strömberg 1965, Hoppe 1948
and Möller, 1962) have interpreted ridges in
between the clear and prominent ones as
interannual deposits. Although the ridges show
similarities in morphology and parallelism, they
are interpreted as interannual moraines because
of size and their lesser extent. Suggested
formation of the interannual ridges is through a
calving ice front (Fig. 5) during summer ablation
when the calved iceberg turns over, it pushes
sediment from the base forward and thus creates
a ridge (Hoppe, 1959)
Strömberg (1965) points out that neither the
rhythm nor the formation of the ridges in front of
the ice border had been satisfactorily proven to
be annual. He initiated a careful mapping of
ridges
combined
with
geochronological
investigations in the Stockholm area with the goal
to provide good evidence for their annual nature.

Figure 5. Suggested ridge formation at a calving front.
Icebergs calves at grounding line and when loosen it turn
over and create a ridge (Metsähallitus Forststyrelsen, n.d.)

Unfortunately he found no evidence for
interpreting the moraines to be annual. He also
could not find a distinction between the proposed
annual and interannual ridges because
morphologically the ridges appear similar, but the
ridges were arranged in 'pattern such that
formation of all ridges at the ice front seems most
improbable'. The resemblance between the
ridges orientation and surface cracks on present
day calving glaciers combined with believes that
basal crack pattern are similar, Strömberg
concluded that the ridges he mapped are basal
crevasse structures.
Holdsworth (1973) published a description of
ice-marginal activities when calving occurs in
which he compared calving rates at water contact
margins and land based margins. Holdworth
found that margins in contact with water can
recede five times faster compared to the land
based. In his conclusion, he stated that his
findings could possibly be used to explain the
mechanisms for formation of sub-lacustrine
moraines or cross-valley moraines, names also
used for DeGeer moraines, but does not discuss
the question further.
Borgström (1979) was the first to describe
small parallel ridges in the Swedish mountain
range, above the marine limit. The features are
not unlikely to have been formed subaqueous
because at the same time preliminary findings of
ice dammed lakes was found in the vicinity.
Borgström concluded that there must have been
a combination of conditions such as, change in
direction of ice flow, inclination of ice surface,
composition of the till and/ or a possible ice
dammed lake for the land feature to form. If they
were formed subaqueous they would be called
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DeGeer moraines with considerations regarding
the wide definition.
In Pasvik, Norway, along both sides of a larger
system of eskers, numerous DeGeer moraines are
found by Carlson, et al. (1984). They studied these
in cross-section and saw like many others that the
ridges had a distal side with higher amounts of
coarser material that was not as consolidated as
the proximal side (Goldthwait 1975; Sollid 1989;
Bennett 2001; Todd et al., 2007).
According to Sollid (1989) in Norway, findings
of DeGeer moraines are scarce and concentrated
to the Pasvik area. Here, swarm of transverse
ridges 10 m high, 50 m wide and one km in length
are found with a distance in-between varying
from 10’s of meters up to several hundred and all
are exclusively below the marine limit. Based on
the sedimentological description, the ridges are
interpreted to have been formed at the front of
an active glacier, primarily through accumulation
at the grounding-line.
Blake (2000) also investigated DeGeer
moraines by studying the pebble fabric, grainsize, and structures within exposures in northern
Norway and found a range of compositions, from
sorted till to sorted sediment, which he also
related to the position of the ridges relative to
outlets of subglacial streams. He believes that
regardless of the variability in composition the
DeGeer moraines have a common origin at the
grounding line of water terminating glaciers.
According to J. Lundqvist (2000) DeGeer also
considered the possibility that the ridges are the
result of basal fracturing of the ice due to seismic
activity. During an investigation of the
Precambrian basement in Sweden, mainly for
nuclear waste management, new information
indicating more tectonic movements than
presumed was presented. However, because of
the non-established formation process behind
the DeGeer moraines, J. Lundqvist argues, that
their presence cannot be used as negative
evidence. Regardless, even if there is a strong
correlation between DeGeer moraines and areas
found being subjected to post-glacial faulting, J.
Lundqvist does not find conclusive evidence for a
relation between the spatial distribution and
post-Weichselian seismic activity.
Bennett (2001), mention a new hypothesis
that question if the DeGeer moraines possibly is
simply created by the coalescence of subaqueous
fans along a stable ice margin. But without any

further discussion the hypotheses will not be
elaborated here.
Lindén & Möller (2005) studied the
sedimentological aspects of DeGeer moraines
and suggest that several annual till layers are in
bedded within and may contribute to the
formation of a single DeGeer ridge.
Through highly detailed bathymetric data of
submarine landforms in front of a surging ice
stream in Svalbard, Ottesen & Dowdeswell (2006)
could identify a set of different landforms,
consequently well preserved due to the marine
setting and had not been affected by periglacial
activity. Amongst the landforms, the authors see
‘a series of small transverse ridges, of relatively
regular spacing’. The ridges have a cross cutting
relationship to the streamlined linear bedforms
and are therefore the youngest landform on the
seafloor. They interpret this feature as being
produced annually when a tidewater margin
glacier
undergoes
minor
re-advances,
superimposed on a general retreat.
Another marine survey was conducted by
Todd, et al. (2007) on the German bank of the
Scotian shelf. The authors were able to
distinguish between squeeze-up features and
DeGeer moraines, where the latter was found in
deeper waters and the squeeze-up ridges was
found only on topographic heights. They also
found that formation of DeGeer moraines
appeared shortly after the Last Glacial Maximum
when the tidewater ice sheet began its retreat
and that the DeGeer moraines were formed at
grounding line and each ridge is composed of
sediment reflecting at least one glacial readvance during a general retreat.
In front of the NE Greenland Shelf,
Winkelmann, et al. (2010) saw submarine end
moraines that showed direct evidence for a
dynamic behavior of the submarine-ice stream
during the last deglaciation. By acoustically
surveying the ridges on the continental slope,
they interpreted the ridges to be deposited on a
continuous basal till, with no internal or
morphological structure indicating other than
originating as end moraines. The ridges show no
evidence of being overridden by the ice and they
also correlate well to the marginal shape and
orientation of the Westwind ice stream flow.
They concluded around two explanations, either
the ridges are recessional moraines indicating
stillstands of the Northwind ice stream in an
8
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overall retreat or they are the product of shortlived re-advances bulldozing material in front
superimposed on a general retreat.
In summary, De Geer interpreted DeGeer
moraines as annual in 1940, but today, it seems
they have lost their geochronological value. A
comparison of previously published examples
both surveyed submarine and terrestrial ridges
with characteristics of DeGeer moraines is
summarized in Table 1.

2.5

Ice recession in Sweden

Ice recession has an important role in deposition
and direction of DeGeer moraines. The most
recent dataset with data intervals appropriate for
the age hypothesis test (ice positions every 100
year) for this thesis is compiled by T. Påsse
(unpublished). The ice-marginal positions are
based on the assumption that highest coastline
values equal ice positions. The ice-marginal
position map takes into account conventional
methods, such as C14 dating and varve
chronology, combined with transformed highest
coastline values and landscape lineation i.e.
striations, known end moraines and landforms.
During the last glaciation over Scandinavia,
before the drainage of the Baltic Ice Lake, the ice
retreat was slow. The turning point at 11 500 yrs.
BP induced by climatic changes, resulted in the
opening of the strait between Vänern and the
Baltic. It was initially narrow and because the
water level in the lake was initially higher, the
flow was towards the west. This prohibited saline
water to enter the Baltic at first. Not until ~250
yrs. later the strait had opened enough to allow
saline water to enter. The highest salinities were
prograding in the low-lying areas between
Vänern and Stockholm (Björck, 2008).

2.6

Glacial, aquatic and
sedimentological conditions
necessary for the formation of
DeGeer moraines

DeGeer moraines are commonly thought to be
ice- marginal features (Sollid, 1989; Larsen, et al.,
1991; Lindén & Möller, 2005) and end moraines
are products of ice marginal stillstands or where
the ice front advances. The size is controlled by
amount of debris available and duration of
stillstands/advance (Boulton, 1986). The debris is
mainly composed of material transported
subglacially to the front by melt water along the

base, but also sediment transported en- or
supraglacial and amount of debris is controlled by
the temperature in the ice marginal zone (Sollid
& Sørbel, 1988). However some authors believe
that DeGeer moraines are crevasse squeeze-ups
or a result of calving icebergs that flip over (Fig.
5).
An overview of what conditions are expected
in the hypothesizes, seasonal and crevasse
squeeze-up features follows and are compared to
the ones found in this study later and aims to
clarify what depositional hypotheses are
responsible for DeGeer moraines.
2.6.1

What conditions are expected if the
DeGeer moraines are seasonal
moraines?
A condition defining DeGeer moraines are
deposition by a water terminating glacier. Ice
flow should exceed marginal ablation which
enables seasonal re-advances at an overall slowly
retreating ice margin, without extensive
stillstands (Bennett & Glasser, 2009). The water
would either be deep with low calving rates or as
during winter when sea ice is frozen in front of the
margin which prohibits calving (Boulton, 1986).
The depositional system should provide
sediment transport from the ice proximal zone
and allow deposition without erosion at
grounding-line (Sollid, 1989).
2.6.2

What conditions is expected if the
DeGeer moraines are basal crevasse
- filling, or squeeze up features?
If the DeGeer moraines would be basal crevasse
features, deposit by a water terminating glacier
still applies since it defines the feature. However,
not as grounding-line features, but as deposits
subglacially, proximal to the ice margin (Hoppe,
1959). During the glacier retreat, re-advances is
by the surging type with a heavily crevassed
margin (Sharp, 1985). The basal cracks are
formed due to a thin ice shelf (< 30 m), or where
there is water filled surface crevasses (Patterson,
1994).
The glacier would be affected by tidal forces or
strong currents which allow the ice shelf to settle
onto the substrate, squeezing material into basal
cracks and then prior to any other movement it is
lifted from the substrate or broken off and melts
out in situ. The ridges would also be symmetrical,
without any internal structure. DeGeer moraines
9
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direction would in this case therefore be
controlled by the crevasse pattern and not
marginal positions. They could also have crosscutting relations and not necessarily transverse to
ice margin i.e. found as irregular ridges in a zigzag
pattern containing same sediment as surrounding
terrain (Ottesen, et al., 2008).

2.7

DeGeer moraines
geochronological value

Some authors have touched the possibility that
some of the DeGeer moraines are annual and in
swarms where some smaller less distinct ridges
in-between would be the result of interannual
activities such as calving during summer ablation
(Hoppe, 1948; Möller, 1962). Strömberg (1965)
however found no distinction between annual
and interannual ridges because morphologically
the ridges appear similar and the only difference
would be the size and their lesser extent.

3 Method
I include in my mapping all ridge-like landforms
found in swarms of three or more, small (clearly
visible in scale 1:10 000) and an apparent
parallelism to the superimposed ice margin.
Mappings intend to cover the occurrences of
DeGeer moraines on a national scale and will be
based on the processed and available DEM based
on LiDAR to date (February 2014). Also a test if
there are optimal conditions for the attributes in
relation to the DeGeer moraines position will be
conducted in further analysis. There will be no
fieldwork analyzing the findings on the ground
during this investigation. To the knowledge of the
author no complete national map of DeGeer
moraines distribution have been compiled for
Sweden before.

3.1

on a shaded relief map with, sun/shadow angles
at 315ᵒ and 45ᵒ. The relief layer was through
properties  'Symbology', stretched, changed to
'standard deviation' and put to 2.5 for a further
detailed look.
A dataset of attributes used to investigate if
there are optimal combinations of attributes for
formation of DeGeer moraines was compiled by
using the software ArcGIS (10.2). Initial mapping
was performed at scale 1:60 000 to localize the
DeGeer moraine swarms, when localized, the
ridges were mapped at scale 1:10 000.
Other digital information used was;
 Highest coastline (HC) data - based on HC
elevation locations it has been interpolated
to a continuous surface. The HC layer was
subtracted by the height DEM and each
datacell therefore corresponds to the
interpolated elevation for that area i.e.
water depth at highest coastline, assumed to
be water depth at formation of DeGeer
moraines (SGU).
 Striation arrows (SGU)
 Surficial-sediment maps – Sw.
Jordarter 1:25 000 – 1:100 000 (SGU)
 Sediment depth (2013) – interpolated
data layer based on borehole data
(SGU).
Lengths of the ridges were calculated by the
‘Field calculator’. The mapped feature-lines
were converted from polylines to points to
minimize processing time when extracting data
from overlaying digital information. Therefore
each ridge is associated with the data
positioned in the middle of each line. When
mapping of Sweden was performed, the data
file was exported and processed in IBM SPSS
statistics viewer and descriptive statistics for
the different attributes length, depth below HC
and surficial-sediment depth is presented in
tables and histograms. The statistics are
included to provide the visual distribution of the

Mapping and Extracting Attributes

Mapping has been performed on a DEM based
on the NNH. Most of Sweden is scanned and all
land area below the marine limit is available.
Complete coverage is available in 2015 when the
LiDAR project intends to be finished.
The latest processed DEM cover based on
NNH (Fig. 6) and the one used in this investigation
was made available from the Swedish Geological
Surveys (SGU).
A visualization technique for mapping is
shading techniques and mapping was performed
10
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attributes. The Pearson correlation2 is used to
investigate if the attributes inherit any linear
relationship.

Figure 6. Orange squares marks available LiDAR data to
today date (February 2014). The squares therefore mark the
area mapped in this investigation. As seen by the map the
mountain range is not scanned.

The Pearson correlation coefficient (r) is a
measure of the strength and direction of a linear
relationship between two variables. It is defined
as the covariance of the two variables (x and y)
divided by the product of their standard
deviation. The coefficient is therefore a measure
between -1 and 1. +1 denotes a perfect positive
relationship, -1 denotes a perfect negative
relationship. A 0 value denotes a nonlinear
correlation.
An analysis was made to delineate land-areas
related or not to the intervals for the attributes,
distance to HC, sediment thickness and depth

below HC where DeGeer moraines are found. This
analysis intends to see if the attribute intervals
investigated in this thesis exclude land where
DeGeer moraines are absent. Initially three maps
were produced one for each attribute interval,
distance to highest coastline, sediment depth and
highest coastline elevation. Within each map, the
values of the attributes that are within the
interval found for the DeGeer moraines are
assigned a new number, 1, 10 and 100
respectively and the other data points are
assigned 0. To get a map where all the intervals
coincide, raster calculator, adds the data cells in
the three maps together and the result are data
cells with values zero, one, 10, 11, 100, 101, 110
and 111, where the cells assigned zero indicate
that none of the attribute intervals coincide and
cells with 111 is where all three attributes
intervals are represented in the data cell.
Maps from reference literature have also been
used for comparison of e.g. drift cover and
seismic activity, these maps was first scanned and
georeferenced to SWEREFF99TM. Within the
‘Geochronologica Suecia Principles; Atlas’, De
Geers dissertation published in 1940, are his
meticulously drawn maps from all over Sweden.
Amongst other, maps on both regional and local
scales of esker findings, varve chronologies and
the distribution of DeGeer moraines found or
interpreted by him. His regional and local ice
recession lines, based on varve chronology, are
seen in Fig. 7-8. The ice regression map compiled
by T. Påsse (unpublished) is seen in Fig. 9. Both De
Geers maps and Påsses, will be used to evaluate
whether or not the DeGeer moraines are
deposited annually. Choosing the swarms used in
this analysis is based on 15 randomly chosen
swarms from a group of 250 identified swarms.
Length of the profiles (black lines) in Fig. 23-37
and are restricted by the author and the number
of DeGeer moraines included is the interpreted
number by the author.

𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 −
𝑚𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡, 𝑟 =
2

∑(𝑥−𝑥̅ )(𝑦−𝑦̅)

√∑(𝑥−𝑥̅ )2 ∑(𝑦−𝑦̅ )2
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Figure 7. Ice recession lines, based on varve chronology, marked on a national map, scanned, georeferenced and digitalized
from De Geer (1940). The interval between the lines each represents 100 yrs.
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Figure 8. Three maps (Plate 68, 70 and 71) with more detailed ice marginal positions, based on
varved chronology and here eskers are called oses by De Geer (De Geer, 1940).
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Figure 9. Ice recession suggested by Påsse (unpublished). The highlighted red lines are ice-marginal positions at 11 500, 10 500
and 10 200 yrs. BP, marking the ice margin position at three major events. 11 500 yrs. BP, the Baltic Ice Lakes drainage north
of Mt. Billingen. 10 500 yrs. BP, the Ancylus stage during the transgression and at 10 200 yrs. BP just after the Ancylus drainage
at Öresund (Björck, 2008).
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4 Result
4.1

DeGeer moraine distribution in
Sweden

About 7 500 distinct landforms interpreted as
DeGeer moraines have been mapped in this thesis
and all found are below the marine limit,
perpendicular to the local ice flow.
Distribution of the mapped DeGeer moraines
and the relation to marine limit is shown in Fig. 10.
The majority of DeGeer moraines occur in two
distinct regions of Sweden. The northern region
within the counties of Norrbotten and
Västerbotten and the southern region, where they
form a belt across middle Sweden, all being
younger than the Middle Swedish end moraines.
However, there are a few exceptions from this
distribution in Halland, found close to, and in
between the Halland coastal moraines.
DeGeer moraines in the southern region are
deposited between 11 500 yrs. BP and 11 000 yrs.
BP, but these ages only applies for the DeGeer
moraines west of the Vättern rift (Fig. 11). East of
Vättern, most DeGeer moraines are deposited
between 11 300 yrs. BP and 11 100 yrs. BP.
Similarly in the northern region deposits are
limited to a short period of time, namely between
10 700 and 9900 yrs. BP.

4.2

DeGeer moraine ridges and swarm
patterns

The general directions of the DeGeer moraines are
transverse to the superimposed ice recession.
However, at a more local scale exceptions occur
e.g. where calving bays have developed or broken
topography that could alter the flow direction.
The presence of eskers causes the general
shape of DeGeer moraines to deviate from ice
marginal direction. The tunnels erode the ice and
alter the ice margins shape locally (Fig. 2). In Fig.
12 the influence of eskers presence is shown.
There have also been reports earlier on DeGeer

moraines positioned parallel to eskers (Sollid
1989) which is close to the case for some of the
ridges in Fig. 12.
The area adjacent to Boden shows a good
example of changes in direction throughout a
swarm, seemingly affected by the varying
topography. In Fig. 13, concave, convex and
straight DeGeer moraines are all seen in the same
swarm. The patterns could be consistent with ice
lobe movement in the valleys, but also basal crack
pattern where tension builds up against
topographic changes. According to Hoppe (1959)
the shapes are a result from calving bay ice
margins following the topography.
Other landforms related to findings of DeGeer
moraines are drumlins and Rogen moraines where
amongst other Todd, et al. (2007) have found
DeGeer moraines superimposed on drumlins.
Fig. 14-15 shows DeGeer moraines from the
northern region superimposed on drumlins and
Rogen moraines which indicate a relative age
where the formation of DeGeer moraines must be
younger than the formation of the large scale
features. The figures also show a quite clear
situation where DeGeer moraines are not found in
between the large scale features.
These examples show that in some cases the
DeGeer moraines are affected by topography and
eskers, but that in other situations the DeGeer
moraines are merely draped and show little
control by the older landforms.
Some of the different swarm types interpreted
as DeGeer moraine swarms are seen in Fig. 21.
They are all found in the vicinity (~40km) of each
other and show the range from very irregular
ridges bent inward toward each other to regularly
spaced ridges. The map shows that landforms
mapped as DeGeer moraines are varying in
appearance, probably due to environmental
differences such as ice dynamics and topography.
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Figure 10. The national distribution of mapped DeGeer moraines and the relation to the highest coastline.
Purple lines are DeGeer moraines
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Figure 11. The relation between DeGeer moraines and Påsses (unpublished) ice margin positions. On the western side of the Vättern rift
the DeGeer moraines are deposited between the 11 500 BP and 11 000 BP ice-marginal position. To the east of the rift, the DeGeer
moraines are found in the area from Vänern to Stockholm, with a seemingly close relationship to the ice margin at 11 300 BP and limited
in the north at 11 100 BP. This means that they seem to have been formed during only 200 years in that area.
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4.3

Morphometry of DeGeer moraines

The aim to establish what conditions that are
favorable for formation demands information
regarding the DeGeer moraines relation to
different conditions and features. Table 2 present
minimum, maximum, mean data and skewness
on the extracted data from the compiled dataset
of attributes related to DeGeer moraines. The
data is also presented in histograms Fig. 16-20.
The mean length, around 580 m, is within the
intervals seen in Table 1, as is the water depth
during formation with an interval between -3 to

303 m (Table 2). Differences in water depth
(Depth below HC) between the northern and
southern region (Table 3) could delineate the two
regions. It seems that the length is not affected
by the spatial distribution since the mean is
similar in the two regions. The surficial sediment
depth is generally deeper in the northern region.
Table 4 show Pearson coefficients between
conditions related to position of DeGeer
moraines. No correlation seems to be present
between the features (perfect linear relationship
is denoted -1 or +1).

Table 2. Descriptive statistics based on DeGeer moraines position and relation to overlaying feature.

Descriptive statistics
N

Length
Depth below HC
Surficial sediment thickness

7546
7546
7435

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

[m]

[m]

[m]

26
-3
0

7167
303
56

586
137
11

Std.
Deviation

Skewness
Statistics

470
62
8

2.9
- 0.2
1

Std.
Error
0.03
0.03
0.03

Table 3. Same data as in Table 2, but divided into the northern and southern region of DeGeer moraines.

Descriptive statistics
Region

Northern Region

Southern Region

Length [m]
Depth below HC
Surficial sediment
thickness
Valid N (list wise)
Length [m]
Depth below HC
Surficial sediment
thickness
Valid N (list wise)

Minimum
50
22

Maximum
5483
259

0

56

26
-2

7167
303

0

44

Mean
593.95
175.13

3367
587.83
106.91

3978
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Std. Deviation
444.45
41.89

494.19
57.29
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Figure 12. A DEM with the mapped DeGeer
moraines as black lines, red arrows are mean
striation direction from SGUs database and
glaciofluvial sediment mapped by SGU in
lime. This map show the influence eskers have
on DeGeer moraine swarms and ridge shape.
Along the left esker to the left side, ridges are
almost aligned parallel to the esker.

Figure 13. DEM display the differences in
direction. DeGeer moraines show different
swarm patterns with both concave, convex
and straight ridges in the same or nearby
swarm. The map is from the northern region
adjacent to Boden.
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Figure
14.
DeGeer
moraines
superimposed on a drumlin field in
northern Sweden

Figure
15.
DeGeer
moraines
superimposed on Rogen moraine in
northern Sweden
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Figure 16. Histogram based on data extracted from
overlain digital information where DeGeer moraines are
positioned. Distribution for length is exponentially
decreasing with a mean at 586 m

Figure 17. Histogram based on data extracted from
overlain digital information where DeGeer moraines are
positioned. Water depth during deposition is almost
normally distributed, where the mean is at 137 m depth.

Figure 19. Histogram is based on the data in Fig. 17 but
only show the distribution for the southern region. Mean
water depth or HC elevation is 107 m and mode is 58m and
161m.

Figure 20. Histogram based on data extracted from
overlain digital information where DeGeer moraines are
positioned. Sediment thickness data show that mean depth
where DeGeer moraines are found is 11 m. The number of
ridges (N) included differ in this histogram because the
ridges associated with no data (-9999) have been removed
to avoid distorted data.

Figure 18. Histogram is based on the data in Fig. 17 but
only show the distribution for the northern region. Mean
water depth is 175 m and mode is 194m.
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Kinnekulle

Figure 21. Underlying is a DEM from middle Sweden, with a known site to the left, Kinnekulle. The map show some of the different swarm types with ridges
interpreted as DeGeer moraines. Positions of the enhanced swarms in the DEMs above are marked with arrows. The swarms are all found in the vicinity (~40km) of
each other. Left: the ridges are bend inward toward a center and are highly irregular. Middle: the DeGeer moraines are bended toward a depression in the center. Right:
Regularly spaced ridges.
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Table 4. Correlation coefficient between the extracted features based on position of DeGeer moraines, no condition shows any linear
correlation with another condition. HC is the abbreviation for Highest Coastline.
Correlations
Sediment
Length [m]
Depth below HC
Distance to HC
thickness
**
Pearson Correlation
1
.038
.016
.037**
Length [m]
Sig. (2-tailed)
.001
.164
.002
N
7435
Pearson Correlation
.038**
1
.308**
.392**
Depth below HC
Sig. (2-tailed)
.001
.000
.000
N
7435
Pearson Correlation
.016
.308**
1
-.231**
Sediment thickness
Sig. (2-tailed)
.164
.000
.000
N
7435
Pearson Correlation
.037**
.392**
-.231**
1
Distance to HC
Sig. (2-tailed)
.002
.000
.000
N
7435
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Intervals presented in Table 2 are used to
investigate if there are conditions favorable for
deposition of DeGeer moraines. The small map C
in Fig. 22 show that soil depth between zero and
56m does not exclude landmass, whereas map B
and D exclude larger areas. The national map, A,
is the result of the spatial analysis, marking areas
where the value for sediment thickness, distance
to HC and depth below HC are within the intervals
in Table 2.

4.4

Comparison with cited work

Data compiled by Påsse (unpublished) is shown
by the 100 yrs. interval lines in Fig. 9. The icemarginal positions are based on conventional
methods combined with transformed highest
coastline values and landscape lineation. Icemarginal lines show that the DeGeer moraines, as
stated earlier are, with some exceptions younger
than 11 500 BP (Fig. 11).

4.5

Age hypothesis

The second aim of the thesis is to test whether or
not the ridges are annual.
Fig. 23-37 presents the swarms randomly
chosen for the age test. Data regarding expected
distance and expected number of ridges if
deposits are annual are included in each figure for
comparison. Expectance data is calculated from
both De Geer (1940) and Påsse (unpublished) ice
regression models. Expected distance is the
expected distance in between the DeGeer
moraines if one is deposited every year. Expected
number of DGM is how many DeGeer moraines
were to be, if deposited once a year according to
ice margin positions. Average distance is the
actual calculated distance in-between the
prominent ridges.
Interpreted number of prominent ridges, is an
interpretation made by the author based on size,
extent of the ridges. All visible ridges include all
ridges also the smaller less distinct ridges.
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B

C

A
D
Figure 22. The map (A) to the right is the result of the spatial analysis performed by adding the three maps B, C and D together
and therefore all land area corresponding to data found for DeGeer moraine deposits is blue. The data cells containing values
within intervals presented in Table 2 are colored blue. B; data cells i.e. landmass corresponding to data within the interval for
‘Distance to highest coastline’ C; areas within the interval for sediment thickness, D; area coincides with the interval for water
depth at formation, i.e. highest coastline elevation.
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Figure 23. Expected distance; the
expected distance in between the
DeGeer moraines if one is deposited
every year according to both De
Geer and Påsse. Expected number of
DGM; how many DeGeer moraines
were to be, if deposited once a year
according to ice margin positions.
Black line marks the swarm.
Age hypothesis swarm No.1. The
swarm is well defined on a
topographic height against the
surrounding lows. The ridges are
somewhat irregular and only a few
are very prominent ridges. Along the
stretch of the black line there are
seven clear ridges and 22 in total.
The average distance in between the
prominent ridges show similarities
to expected distance with expected
distance in De Geers model, 466 m
and 410 m respectively. If taking
into account all ridges, distances
based on T. Påsses model show a
better correlation
Blue arrow show the superimposed
ice flow direction based on T. Påsses
regression model.

Ice flow direction

Attributes
Expected distance (Påsse)
Expected distance (De Geer)
Average distance
Expected number of DGM (Påsse)
Expected number of DGM (De Geer)
Interpreted number of prominent (Red arrow)
All visible ridges
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- 131 m
- 410 m
- 466 m
- 25
-8
-7
- 22
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Figure 24. Age hypothesis swarm
No.2. The ridges are found on higher
grounds, probably a flute, delineated
against the surroundings lows. The
ridges are irregular and a few are very
prominent. There are 11 interpreted
prominent ridges and 17 in total along
the stretch of the line. The expected
number of seven and nine ridges based
on Påsse and De Geers models
respectively is close to the interpreted
number of prominent ridges.
Blue arrow show the ice flow direction
based on the flutes in the
surroundings.

Ice flow direction

Attributes
Expected distance (Påsse)
Expected distance (De Geer)
Average distance
Expected number of DGM (Påsse)
Expected number of DGM (De Geer)
Interpreted number of prominent (Red arrow)
All visible ridges
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- 238 m
- 198 m
- 157 m
-7
-9
- 11
- 17
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Figure 25. Age hypothesis swarm
No.3. The ridges are delineated
against the surrounding lows. They
are quite regular and all are as
prominent. There are five clear along
the line. Neither the expected
amount according to DeGeer nor
Påsse seem to correlate with
interpreted. Both suggest a deposit
of one ridge at this distance i.e. none
in between the nodes of the black
line.
Because of the parallelism and
similar distance in between the ridges
in this swarm, it seems no ridges are
unaccounted for. Therefore a
consideration when comparing the
expected and interpreted ridges, is
that the ice-marginal data is
erroneous and the deposits are
indication of yearly deposits.
Blue arrow show the superimposed
ice flow direction based on T. Påsses
regression model.

Ice flow direction

Attributes
Expected distance (Påsse)
Expected distance (De Geer)
Average distance
Expected number of DGM (Påsse)
Expected number of DGM (De Geer)
Interpreted number of prominent (Red arrow)
All visible ridges
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- 464 m
- 352 m
- 87 m
-1
-1
-6
-6
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Figure 26. Age hypothesis swarm
No.4. The ridges are located in a
topographic low with clear closeness
to anthropogenic activities. They are
quite regular and three out of five are
more prominent. The expected
number of ridges according to
DeGeer is in good correlation with
the prominent. Expected number of
ridges based on Påsses ice regression
model is in better correlation with all
visible ridges.
Blue arrow show the superimposed
ice flow direction based on T. Påsses
regression model.

Ice flow direction

Attributes
Expected distance (Påsse)
Expected distance (De Geer)
Average distance
Expected number of DGM (Påsse)
Expected number of DGM (De Geer)
Interpreted number of prominent (Red arrow)
All visible ridges
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- 230 m
- 377 m
- 289m
-3
-2
-3
-5
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Figure 27. Age hypothesis swarm
No.5. The swarm is located in
relation to an esker (marked with
shaded green) which has been
mentioned to affect both sediment
composition and deposition patterns
for DeGeer moraines previously in
this report. The ridges are irregular
and tilted against the esker. Neither
the sum of ridges nor the number of
prominent ones correlate with
DeGeer or Påsses models. The lack
of correlation to the expected
numbers of ridges could be that the
esker has a great influence on these
ridges. Perhaps retreat rate is
accelerated due to ice margin erosion
from the subglacial tunnel depositing
the esker.
Blue arrow show the superimposed
ice flow direction based on T. Påsses
regression model.

Ice flow direction

Attributes
Expected distance (Påsse)
Expected distance (De Geer)
Average distance
Expected number of DGM (Påsse)
Expected number of DGM (De Geer)
Interpreted number of prominent (Red arrow)
All visible ridges

- 324 m
- 417 m
- 155 m
-6
-5
- 14
- 22
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Figure 28. Age hypothesis swarm
No.6. These ridges are very clear
deposits that are delineated against
the surrounding lows. They are
evenly spaced and all are as
prominent. There are 10 in the
stretch along the line. The expected
number of ridges correlate well with
Påsses expected number of ridges.
There is no correlation between the
expected amount according to De
Geers model and the actual number
of ridges.
Blue arrow show the superimposed
ice flow direction based on T. Påsses
regression model.

Ice flow direction

Attributes
Expected distance (Påsse)
Expected distance (De Geer)
Average distance
Expected number of DGM (Påsse)
Expected number of DGM (De Geer)
Interpreted number of prominent (Red arrow)
All visible ridges

- 185 m
- 47 m
- 132 m
-6
- 25
- 10
- 10
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Figure 29. Age hypothesis swarm
No.7. The ridges are located in a
topographic low. They are quite
regular and all ridges are equally
prominent. The expected amount
according to De Geer and Påsse ice
regression models underestimate the
actual amount of ridges.
Blue arrow show the superimposed
ice flow direction based on T. Påsses
regression model.

Ice flow direction

Attributes
Expected distance (Påsse)
Expected distance (De Geer)
Average distance
Expected number of DGM (Påsse)
Expected number of DGM (De Geer)
Interpreted number of prominent (Red arrow)
All visible ridges

- 441 m
- 255m
- 131 m
-1
-2
-5
-5
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Figure 30. Age hypothesis swarm
No.8. The ridges are located in a
topographic low and are quite
regular. There is a ridge with
crosscutting relations (yellow line)
with a NNE direction approximately
in the middle. There are eight
prominent ridges, coinciding well
with the suggested number from De
Geers data. The total number of
ridges count to 28, this is closer to
the calculated number for Påsses icemarginal model.
Blue arrow show the superimposed
ice flow direction based on T. Påsses
regression model.

Ice flow direction

Attributes
Expected distance (Påsse)
Expected distance (De Geer)
Average distance
Expected number of DGM (Påsse)
Expected number of DGM (De Geer)
Interpreted number of prominent (Red arrow)
All visible ridges

- 131 m
- 308m
- 322 m
- 20
-8
-8
- 32
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Figure 31. Age hypothesis swarm
No.9. These ridges are clear deposits
with some irregularities. They are
confined to the topographic height
and show a convex relation to the
north. They are evenly spaced and all
are as prominent and bend around
the height they are upon. There are
14 clear ridges which coincides well
with the expected number of ridges
for both De Geer and Påsses models.
Blue arrow show the superimposed
ice flow direction based on T. Påsses
regression model.

Ice flow direction

Attributes
Expected distance (Påsse)
Expected distance (De Geer)
Average distance
Expected number of DGM (Påsse)
Expected number of DGM (De Geer)
Interpreted number of prominent (Red arrow)
All visible ridges

- 302 m
- 250m
- 244 m
- 11
- 13
- 14
- 15
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Figure 32. Age hypothesis swarm
No.10. The ridges are confined to the
low lying valley. It seems like the ridges
have been subjected to water erosion
and burial/reworking by flooded
material along the creek. There are
nine prominent, a bit irregular ridges
and 23 in total. Correlations are very
good both between interpreted and
expected number by Påsse however
also good correlation between all
ridges compared to the expected
number calculated for De Geers
model.
Blue arrow show the superimposed ice
flow direction based on T. Påsses
regression model.

Creek

Ice flow direction

Attributes
Expected distance (Påsse)
Expected distance (De Geer)
Average distance
Expected number of DGM (Påsse)
Expected number of DGM (De Geer)
Interpreted number of prominent (Red arrow)
All visible ridges

- 135 m
- 309m
- 291 m
- 17
-8
-9
- 23
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Figure 33. Age hypothesis swarm
No.11. Quite clear deposits on
topographic heights that are
delineated against the lake to the east
and heights to the west. Calculation
for De Geer and Påsses models show
similar expected number of ridges
but is exceeded in both the case of
the prominent ones and all visible
ridges.
Blue arrow show the superimposed
ice flow direction based on T. Påsses
regression model.

Ice flow direction

Attributes
Expected distance (Påsse)
Expected distance (De Geer)
Average distance
Expected number of DGM (Påsse)
Expected number of DGM (De Geer)
Interpreted number of prominent (Red arrow)
All visible ridges

- 248 m
- 217m
- 171 m
-6
-7
- 10
- 13
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Figure 34. Age hypothesis swarm
No.12. County of Halland where
DeGeer moraines are found in small
numbers and are exceptions to the
general distribution.
These ridges are not very clear
deposits since they seem to be buried
under soft sediment. However they
show a striking parallelism. They are
confined to the topographic height
and show a straight relation to the
NNW, transverse to ice margin.
They are evenly spaced and all are as
prominent. There are five clear
ridges which coincide well with
Påsses expected number of ridges.
The black line only comprises these
four ridges within one farming patch
because when investigating the
ridges further to the east, that
resembles DeGeer moraines they
coincide with borders of agricultural
land which could mean low stone
walls, perhaps providing a good
example of the issue explained in
chapter 2.1 LiDAR regarding
Kinnekulles south slope.
Blue arrow show the superimposed
ice flow direction based on T. Påsses
regression model.

Ice flow direction

Attributes
Expected distance (Påsse)
Expected distance (De Geer)
Average distance
Expected number of DGM (Påsse)
Expected number of DGM (De Geer)
Interpreted number of prominent (Red arrow)
All visible ridges

- 85 m
- N/A
- 75 m
-4
- N/A
-5
-5
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Figure 35. Age hypothesis swarm
No.13. The swarm accounted for
with the black line show irregular
ridges,
all
as
prominent,
superimposed on Rogen moraines.
The expected distance according to
Påsses ice-marginal position is in
good correlation with the calculated
distance for prominent ridges/All
visible ridges. According to De
Geers model the expected number
of ridges and the actual number is
underestimated.
Blue arrow show the superimposed
ice flow direction based on T. Påsses
regression model.

Ice flow direction

Attributes
Expected distance (Påsse)
Expected distance (De Geer)
Average distance
Expected number of DGM (Påsse)
Expected number of DGM (De Geer)
Interpreted number of prominent (Red arrow)
All visible ridges

- 175 m
- 372 m
- 146 m
-4
-2
-6
-9
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Figure 36. Age hypothesis swarm
No.14. Ridges are located in broken
topography,
with
a
limited
distribution on topographic heights
and tend to follow lower lying
hillsides. Ridges are equally
prominent. Show some agreement
with De Geers ice recessional
direction. Also show a convex
structure against ice margin.
Blue arrow show the superimposed
ice flow direction based on T. Påsses
regression model.

Ice flow direction

Attributes
Expected distance (Påsse)
Expected distance (De Geer)
Average distance
Expected number of DGM (Påsse)
Expected number of DGM (De Geer)
Interpreted number of prominent (Red arrow)
All visible ridges

- 393 m
- 272 m
- 182 m
-6
-9
- 15
- 15
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Figure 37. Age hypothesis swarm
No.15. Not as visible as other
swarms shown, but still inherit a
good parallelism. West of the swarm,
there is an esker deposit with gravel
pits along the ridge. Even if found on
lower lying topography it is still
delineated towards even more low
lying areas. If looking at the
prominent ridges there is a good
correlation with both De Geer and
Påsses models expected amount of
ridges.
Blue arrow show the superimposed
ice flow direction based on T. Påsses
regression model.

Ice flow direction

Attributes
Expected distance (Påsse)
Expected distance (De Geer)
Average distance
Expected number of DGM (Påsse)
Expected number of DGM (De Geer)
Interpreted number of prominent (Red arrow)
All visible ridges
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- 509 m
- 466 m
- 377 m
-7
-7
- 15
- 15
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Table 5. Summarize on the age hypothesis test data presented in Fig. 23-37. Age hypothesis No. is seen in the caption of each
swarm in the figures. The expected distance for both Påsse and De Geers models is the expected distance in meter in-between
ridges in the swarm if deposited once a year. It is based on the length of the swarm and the distance in-between the models ice
marginal positions (100yrs intervals). Expected number of DeGeer moraines (DGM) is also based on the distance between the
ice positions in the area were swarm is located, where the distance is divided with the swarm length and then assumed to be
depositing a ridge per year.
Expected
Interpreted
Age
Expected
Expected
Average
Expected
All
number
number
hypothesis distance,
distance, m
distance
number
visible
of DGM (De
of prominent
swarm No. m (Påsse)
(De Geer)
[m]
of DGM (Påsse)
ridges
Geer)
(Red arrow)
1
131
410
466
25
8
7
22
2
238
198
157
7
9
11
17
3
464
352
87
1
1
6
6
4
230
377
289
3
2
3
5
5
324
417
155
6
5
14
22
6
185
47
132
6
25
10
10
7
441
255
131
1
2
5
5
8
131
308
322
20
8
8
32
9
302
250
244
11
13
14
15
10
135
309
291
17
8
9
23
11
248
217
171
6
7
10
13
12
85
n/a
75
4
n/a
5
5
13
175
372
146
4
2
6
9
14
393
272
182
6
9
15
15
15
509
466
377
7
7
15
15

A regression analysis between the interpreted
DeGeer moraines (red arrows) and the calculated
expected amount of ridges according to icemarginal positions by Påsse (unpublished) and De
Geer (1940) was made (Fig. 38) and is based on
data in Table 5.
As seen in the swarms in Fig. 23-37 some
ridges are interpreted as larger (red arrows) and
called prominent. Other ridges are smaller than
these and not as prominent. If the DeGeer
moraines could be established with a
geochronological value, some authors have
touched the possibility that some of the DeGeer
moraines are annual and the smaller less distinct
ridges in-between are the result of interannual
activities such as calving during summer ablation
(Hoppe, 1948; Möller, 1962). Strömberg (1965)
however found no morphological distinction
between the annual and interannual ridges and
they appear similar with the exception that
interannual ridges are smaller sized and have a
lesser extent.

Because the differences between prominent and
“interannuals” are vague a second test included
all the ridges (Table 6). Analysis shows that
between Påsses ice-marginal positions and ‘all
visible ridges’ there is a very good correlation
with a R2-value of 0.035 (Fig. 39). Therefore an
additional analysis was performed on an even
larger dataset (55 swarms) where ‘all visible
ridges’ was compared with Påsses ice regression
data (Table 7-8). The scatters plot (Fig. 40) and
Table 7 presents the regression analyses in the
larger dataset. The histogram displays that, in
general the ridges (Fig. 41-42) seem to be
deposited more than once a year. Data also
suggest that the correlation between average
distance and expected distance is a better linear
fit in the southern region between the prominent
ridges, than in the northern region (Table 8).
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Figure 38. Regressions analysis between the interpreted
prominent ridges (red arrows) and expected amount of
DeGeer moraines both from De Geer (1940) and Påsses
(unpublished) ice margins. The R2 – values state how well
the linear fit is to the data. The square root of R2, give the
Pearson coefficient. The R2 – value for the expected
number for De Geer and Påsse is 0.176 and 0.0112
respectively.

Figure 39. Regressions analysis between all visible ridges
and expected number of DeGeer moraines based on both
De Geer (1940) and Påsses (unpublished) ice marginal
position. The R2 – value for the expected number for De
Geer and Påsse is 0.0352 and 0.6661 respectively.

Table 6. Correlation coefficients between the expected amount of ridges according to both Påsse and DeGeer and interpreted,
both prominent and all visible ridges, based on data seen in Table 5.

Correlation

Expected number [Påsse]

Expected number [De Geer]

Interpreted number
of ridges [Red arrow]
.106
.708
15
.419
.135
14

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

All visible ridges
.816
.000
15
.188
.520
14

Table 7. Correlation coefficients between, the expected amount of ridges within the swarms according to distances in Påsses
ice-marginal positions and the number of prominent ridges within each swarm and also all visible ridges in the swarm.
Correlation
Interpreted number of
prominent ridges
All visible ridges

Expected amount of ridges, Påsse
.377
.005
55
.484
.000
55

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
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Table 8. The Pearson coefficient shows that there is no correlation between the actual spacing between ridges within the
swarms and the expected amount of ridges by Påsses ice margin. The dataset is divided into whether or not the swarms constitute
ridges with differences in size and extent (N) or if its solely prominent DeGeer moraines (e.g. Fig. 47) that have been found
(Y). Therefore the correlation coefficient for the swarm with prominent ridges is the same for ‘all visible ridges’ and prominent
ridges.
Correlations
Expected distance in
Swarm - Only prominent ridges?
between, Påsse
Pearson Correlation
.277
Average distance - All visible
Sig. (2-tailed)
.125
ridges
N
32
No
Pearson Correlation
-.281
Average distance - Prominent
Sig. (2-tailed)
.119
ridges
N
32
Pearson Correlation
.474
Average distance - All visible
Sig. (2-tailed)
.022
ridges
N
23
Yes
Pearson Correlation
.474
Average distance - Prominent
Sig. (2-tailed)
.022
ridges
N
23
Table 9. This table display the same data as Table 7 but the result have been subdivided into the two regions where DeGeer
moraines are found, northern and southern. In the northern region analysis is based on 12 swarms and correlation is similar
when comparing ‘all visible ridges’ and the prominent ones. However in the southern region, based on 43 swarms, there is no
correlation between the expected distance in Påsses ice regression model and the average distance in-between all ridges. But
there seem to be some correlation with prominent ridges in the southern region.
Correlations
Expected distance in
between, Påsse
Pearson Correlation
.351
Average distance - All visible
Sig. (2-tailed)
.264
ridges
N
12
Northern region
Pearson Correlation
.395
Average distance Sig. (2-tailed)
.204
Prominent ridges
N
12
Pearson Correlation
-.006
Average distance - All visible
Sig. (2-tailed)
.968
ridges
N
43
Southern region
Pearson Correlation
.576
Average distance Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
Prominent ridges
N
43

Histograms display the frequency of
differences between expected ridges both
prominent and all visible (Fig. 41 & 42). Fig. 41
show the differences when all visible ridges are
subtracted by expected amount according to
Påsse (unpublished). The result suggests that the
DeGeer moraines are in average deposited more
than once a year, because the mean is positive.
Fig. 42 display the histogram for the amount of
prominent ridges within a swarm subtracted by

the expected number according to data from
Påsse (unpublished). The result suggests that the
prominent DeGeer moraines are in average
deposited close to once a year. But with a high
frequency at 2-4 it seems that also the prominent
DeGeer moraines are deposited several times a
year. Also since the relation between the smaller,
not as clear ridges and the prominent ones is still
unclear, any exclusion of ridges would be
misleading.
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Figure 40 Scatterplot showing the relationship
between expected amount of ridges according
to Påsse and prominent ridges in red and all
visible ridges in blue. R2 – values state how well
the line fits to the data. The square root of R2,
give the Pearson coefficient (PC). For the red
dots PC equals ~0.4 and for the blue it is ~0.5.

Figure 41. The histogram displays the differences in
amount of ridges. It is the result of ‘all visible ridges’ in the
swarms subtracted by expected amount for the swarms
according to data from Påsse (unpublished). The average
error is 6, the median is 5 and mode is 2. The result suggests
that the DeGeer moraines are in average deposited more
than once a year compared to the ice marginal model by
Påsse.

Figure 42. The histogram displays the differences in amount of
prominent ridges and expected number of ridges according to
Påsses model. It is the result of the number of prominent ridges
within a swarm subtracted by expected amount according to data
from Påsse (unpublished). The average error is 0.7, median is 2 as
is the mode. The result suggests that the prominent DeGeer
moraines are in average deposited close to once a year. But with a
high frequency at 2-4 it seems that the DeGeer moraines are
deposited several times a year. However, since the relation between
the smaller not as clear DeGeer moraines and the prominent ones
is still unclear, any exclusion of ridges is misleading.
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5 Uncertainties
Uncertainties related to the data is from
extraction of overlaying layers, such as highest
coastline (HC) elevation and sediment thickness
where negative values for HC elevation indicate
that the DeGeer moraines are found above HC
which is a result of differences in resolution of the
layers compared to the NNH DEM. In this thesis
this does not impose a large problem and little is
to be done to get more accurate results at this
stage, until layers like, surficial-sediment
thickness and highest coastline elevation are
updated to better fit the new national height
models resolution.
Regarding the mapping it has been my
intention to map DeGeer moraines with a
transverse relation to the local ice retreat.
Discrimination has occurred on landforms that do
not show a distinct pattern (clarified under
method).
Few assumptions have been made in this
study and in chapters where used, assumptions

are considered and explained to the best of my
knowledge. The distance between DeGeer
moraines and highest coastline is withdrawn from
a data layer containing information on highest
coastline data in Sweden. The layer consist of
~1100 data point where, through interpolation,
each point contain data regarding the highest
coastline when the ice margin was present at that
position with local elevations. This makes the
assumption regarding water depth for formation
valid, even if the distance to the national highest
coastline data is large.
When investigating the age hypothesis,
assumptions are that the retreat is constant
between the ice-marginal lines which are used as
contour lines representing every 100 yrs. There
author is aware of differences in ice retreat rate
from year to year, and that the linear relationship
between the 100 yrs. lines is incorrect but it is the
best method to go forth with in this case.
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6 Discussion
6.1

National, regional and local
conditions and DeGeer moraines

One aim with this study was to highlight potential
conditions essential for formation of DeGeer
moraines, mainly to establish what factors that
govern the distributional pattern of DeGeer
moraines. Basal regime investigations and large
scale erosional/depositional patterns governed
by subglacial conditions , published by Kleman, et
al. (2008) is presented in a drift thickness map,
which was scanned and overlain with the findings
of DeGeer moraines in this thesis (Fig. 43). The
intention was to investigate if the till cover could
delineate or shed some light whether or not the
sediment thickness is a leading factor behind
formation.
In the mid Swedish region the bulk of the
findings are found on top of intermediate drift
thickness, whereas in the northern region DeGeer
moraines are found exclusively on thick drift
cover (Fig. 43). That means that the regions lack a
relation in this condition. The DeGeer moraines in
the southern region seem to follow the border
between thick and intermediate drift with
exceptions in the county of Värmland. The
transition is however not caused by basal regimes
but rather the result of 1.1 Myrs. till deposition

controlled by waxing and waning of a MIS ice
sheet (Heyman & Hättestrand 2006). The fact
remains that surficial sediment thicknesses
impact is limited to being present at deposition of
DeGeer moraines.
According to Lundqvist (2000), De Geer (1940)
considered that the isostatic rebound on the
earth’s crust could be correlated to the formation
of DeGeer moraines. This consideration led to an
investigation by Lundqvist, (2000). The
hypothesis tested was whether a rapid ice loss
has any effect on the fracturing of bedrock that
could lead to earthquakes, in turn affecting the
ice sheet. In fig. 44, DeGeer moraines are plotted
on top of a morphotectonic map over Sweden
showing large regional faults (Lidmar - Bergström,
1994). The southern region DeGeer moraines are
with the exception of Värmland, all positioned on
top of the sub Cambrian peneplain and seem to
be positioned in the grabens between the
regional faults. The northern region swarms are
restricted from the seismically inactive inland and
found on both the Precambrian and subcambrian
peneplain. Even if there is a notable correlation
between DeGeer moraines and areas found being
subjected to post-glacial faulting, Lundqvist
(2000) does not find conclusive evidence for a
relation between their spatial distribution and
seismic activity.
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Figure 43. Drift cover and thickness based on basal regimes during the last glaciation (Kleman, et al. 2008).
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Figure 44. Scanned morphotectonic base map over Sweden from the national Atlas of Sweden (Lidmar - Bergström, 1994) black lines mark the positions of mapped DeGeer moraines. The map to
the right is an enlargement of the southern region
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6.2

What conditions are favorable for
deposition of DeGeer moraines?

The two most prominent hypothesizes today are
whether DeGeer moraines are annual
accumulations or crevasse fills. An overview of
what conditions are expected in the different
theories compared to the ones found in this
investigation aims to clarify what depositional
hypotheses are responsible for DeGeer moraines.
6.2.1

Similarities and differences between
the DeGeer moraine groups in the
northern and southern region
To be able to answer the question regarding
favorable conditions, a conclusion on whether or
not the northern and southern region swarms of
DeGeer moraines are the same type is needed.
The swarms in the southern region are deposited
in the central mid-Sweden in a belt from coast to
coast limited in the north by the counties of
Värmland, Västmanland and Uppland. The
swarms are lacking in the DEM further north and
not until the ice margin retreated to the counties
of Västerbotten and Norrbotten in the north the
ridges are visible again, this gap in about 300 yrs.
of ice regression.
The onset of DeGeer moraine formation at 11
500 yrs. BP is in close relation to an abrupt change
from a slow moving retreat to a glacier moving
about ~300 m/year. DeGeer moraine formation in
the northern region however is neither
associated with the abrupt change nor high
velocity, but still the ice retreat at this time is
faster than prior to 11 500 yrs. BP (Fig. 9).
Most conditions and characteristics are
similar, such as all are deposited by a water
terminating glacier, the length of the ridges does
not differ much (northern mean is 594 m and
southern 588 m) and the shape and prominence
of the DeGeer moraines in the NNH DEM have
great similarities between the regions. A
difference is that part of the southern regions ice
margin at certain times is terminating into
seawater while in the northern region the ice
terminated into fresh or brackish water.
6.2.2

Why are DeGeer moraines confined
to different time intervals in the
southern region?
A consideration, even if highly hypothetical, is the
situation shown in Fig. 11.

Prior to 11 500 BP, which is the onset of the
Baltic ice lake drainage, the Baltic was still
confined to the east by the ice margin. Conditions
must obviously have been favorable for
deposition of DeGeer moraines on the west side,
but why not the east side of Mt. Billingen? Before
drainage of the Baltic Ice Lake, the level was
higher compared to the sea west of Mt. Billingen.
When the strait opened, it was too narrow for
saltwater to intrude because of the vast amount
of freshwater flowing to the west. Not until ~250
yrs. Later when the straight had opened up, salt
water could flow towards east, flowing in the lowlying topography from Vänern to Stockholm. This
path of saltwater is in direct correlation to where
findings of DeGeer moraines are today. This could
indicate that the DeGeer moraines are deposited
when the sediment is influenced by saltwater.
However this only applies to the southern region
since the strait is later closed again and the lake
water is fresh or a bit brackish, at the time of
DeGeer moraine deposits in the northern region.
During deposition of DeGeer moraines the
basal regime for the glacier is supposed to be
either polythermal or warm based. However
presence of dissolved ions (as is the case with sea
water) within permafrost surfaces consequently
increases the water content and therefore
weakens the permafrost. This could in turn
generate basal sliding and active deformation
beneath a mainly cold based glacier, in this
hypothesis exclusively on the west side of Mt.
Billingen. The hypothetical permafrost surface in
front of the ice margin to the west contains the
amount of dissolved ions necessary for
weakening the sediment which could allow
accumulation at groundingline during readvances. And even if striations are found,
according to Cuffey, et al. (2000) findings of
striations do not need to rule out the hypothesis
regarding presence of permafrost.
6.2.3

Why are the DeGeer moraines
formed during such a short period of
time?
An aspect of this work questions the space in
between the regions. The DeGeer moraines are
all deposited in two regions, southern and
northern, where deposits are defined by a short
period of time, approximately 800 yrs. each.
The hypothesis in 6.2.2 could also agree with
the lack of DeGeer moraines older than 11 500
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yrs. Even though the dissolved ions were present
at all time the temperature was colder and
therefore the water content within the
permafrost was not affected. But when the
climate changed the temperature increased and
allowed the suggested scenario in the southern
region.
Another explanation could be that even if only
found after deposition of the mid – Swedish end
moraines (MSEM), there may be DeGeer
moraines that are older. However these ridges
are buried under the thick layer of surficial
sediment (mainly clays) further south of the
MSEM and not visible in the DEM in this
investigation.
Because the depositional conditions and
features that DeGeer moraines are subordinate
to still are not established, the question will
remain unanswered.
6.2.4

What conditions are found in
relation to DeGeer moraines in this
thesis?
In this study it has been shown that DeGeer
moraines are formed subaqueous where water
depth does not exceed 300 m. However as seen
in Fig. 22 the interval for water depth does not
exclude any landmass and cannot be regarded as
a factor crucial for formation.
In the literature study, it is shown that DeGeer
moraines in Sweden are both symmetrical and
asymmetrical features with a steeper distal side,
with highly varying internal structures and grain
sizes. The length varies in the previous studies,
but as here based on a large dataset shows an
average of ~580 m. The length does not correlate
to sediment thickness or the water depth and
differs in length even if represented by the same
stillstand or re-advance.
6.2.5

Why are DeGeer moraine swarms
isolated features within the regions?
As stated the ridges are well defined within a
short period of time, but are not a continuous
feature on the land within these periods. In
both regions the swarms are surrounded by areas
lacking DeGeer moraines, the first thing that
come to mind would be sediment properties,
sediment thickness and sediment type. Sediment
thickness is ruled out and ridges are commonly
found on mapped till. Although SGU mapping is
based on ground investigations, the mappers

commonly see DeGeer moraines and assume till
as sediment type. However, there are areas with
till and no DeGeer moraines also. If DeGeer
moraines are missing in between and not just
being buried under post glacial sediment, they
could therefore be subordinate unknown
conditions.

6.3

Are they annual?

The initial survey, based on the prominent ridges
thought of as annual deposits, show no
correlation against neither of the ice regression
models used. However, since a distinction
between ‘annual’ and ‘interannual’ is based on
the differences in extent and size, even if the
ridges show geomorphological similarities a
second test was performed on all ridges seen,
including the smaller but still visible ridges
marked with purple lines (interannuals). The
result shows a very good correlation to the ice
regression model suggested by Påsse (Pearson
coefficient (PC) 0.82). To investigate this further
the survey was expanded and included 55 swarms
with both a correlation between the prominent
only and all visible ridges. Unfortunately the
correlation coefficient for all visible ridges, even if
better than ‘prominent ridges’, was quite low (PC
0.48). The test also included a test based on the
distance in-between the ridges and whether or
not the swarms included only prominent ridges,
as the case in Fig. 28, or both. The correlation is
somewhat better if the swarms only constitute
prominent ridges, but not high enough for a good
linear fit which would mean an annual deposition.
Similar results were found if the swarm data was
divided into northern and southern region.
The number of ridges deposited based on the
ice regression model by Påsse is found through
subtraction of the expected amount of DeGeer
moraines minus either all ridges or only the
prominent. The result show that, if including all
ridges, they according to Påsses model are
deposited several times a year and generally
twice. However, the histogram showing the
difference between prominent ridges according
to the model and the expected amount of
prominent ridges is a bit contradictive. However,
the mean of the difference between ridges being
deposited and expected number of ridges
according to Påsses model is 0.7 DeGeer
moraines. This implies that 0.7 prominent ridges
are deposited on average every year. So with
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some minor adjustments on the model this data
could show that DeGeer moraines are annual
deposits. This result needs to be investigated
further because results in this thesis have shown
that generally each year DeGeer moraines are
deposited several times.

7 Conclusion
Based on findings in this study DeGeer moraines
are reaffirmed to be deposited at grounding-line
at a water terminating glacier regardless of
whether it is sea- or fresh water. For the
formation of DeGeer moraines I have presented
features related to occurrences, but failed to
delineate what conditions formation are
subordinate.
Although this thesis did not find any
conclusive evidence, the presence of seawater
seem to be favorable for deposition of DeGeer
moraines. The hypothesis presented for the
discordance between west and east of the
Vättern rift in the southern region follows. I
suggest a cold based glacier on top of a
permafrost surface. Due to presence of dissolved
ions from the seawater, water content within the
permafrost is higher in the west than in the east
and high enough to allow basal sliding and
deformation of substrate.
Their geochronological value has also been
questioned. Comparison with Påsses ice-marginal
positions shows that the DeGeer moraines are
not annual. However if some minor adjustments
are made in the model, there is a possibility that
the DeGeer moraines are deposited yearly.

7.1

Recommendations

This investigation have not been able to delineate
the conditions for deposition and recommend for
further studies using information such as, ice
velocity, hydrogeological conditions within
sediment and foreland surface, local basal regime
information and ice thickness which all, possibly,
have a determining impact on deposition
Also the answer to whether or not the ridges
are deposited during winter re-advances, pushing
material in front at grounding line, or summer
accumulation by melt water transport to
grounding line. To answer this question, an
investigation of the stratigraphic architecture is
needed, with the aim to find seasonal markers.
And since the ice regression models have not
been validated a comparison to Strömbergs work
could be appropriate.
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